nRF-SERIES LONG-TERM PARTS AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

Nordic Semiconductor is committed to a long term supply of its nRF-Series semiconductor devices. In general, this means that, subject to the conditions below, Nordic Semiconductor intends to meet industrial level expectations for product longevity, with an ultimate objective of maintaining supply for as long as there is market demand.

The effort to ensure long-term parts availability takes place at multiple levels:

- Assurance of solid, long-term relations with subcontractors
- Facilitation of multi-sourcing capabilities
- Creation of replacement devices that are compatible in form, fit and function

Devices may be obsoleted due to the manifestation of one or more of the following conditions:

a. Further supply is prohibited due to legislation or circumstances beyond Nordic Semiconductor’s control
b. No orders for the device or its compatible replacement device are received during an 18-month period
   c. Product maintenance is no longer sustainable

For avoidance of doubt, any failure or refusal by an applicable supplier or subcontractor to Nordic Semiconductor to deliver the product or service in question, whether temporarily or permanently, and regardless of reason, shall be deemed as a circumstance “beyond Nordic Semiconductor’s control”.

For any event of obsolescence, Nordic Semiconductor will communicate such in advance through a Product Discontinuance Notice. Product discontinuance will as a general rule be communicated and executed according to the further detailed provisions of J-STD-48, however with a reservation for events of an unforeseen or uncontrollable nature, ref. condition a. above.

For any further inquiries relating to this statement, please contact your local sales representative.